
Installation of sill with a leveler below

For a unit to be able to operate properly, the sill has to be absolutely level. The best way to achieve this is to install a secondary substrate (leveler) just below the sill 
with height adjustable legs to install it perfectly level.

For projects where the design pressure needed is +/-30 psf or less, a Purenit substrate with height adjustable legs is provided by NanaWall.

An alternative to Purenit for design pressures over +/-30psf is to use a wood leveler as per the specifications in the attached Appendix I for cero II and Appendix II for 
cero III. Appendix I and Appendix II also show fastener spacings for different substrates and different number of tracks as well as vertical detail drawings on suggested 
installation.

If a Purenit leveler is used instead of a wood leveler for project design pressures of less than +/- 30 psf, please follow the same instructions for spacings and other 
details as shown in Appendix I and Appendix II. The only important difference is that the fasteners from the sill to the Purenit should penetrate through the Purenit
into the substrate below with minimum embedment as noted for different substrates in Appendix I and Appendix II. Please also note that the maximum gap between 
the bottom of the Purenit or wood leveler and the top of the substrate should be 3/4” (19mm).

Installation of Head Track and Side Jambs

Install the appropriate fasteners through the pre-drilled holes provided from the factory. Add holes in the field as needed such that the spacings between holes is not 
more than 23-1/2” (600 mm).

For installation in projects with design pressures more than +/- 30 psf, the maximum shim space of the unit with the surrounding substrates should be 3/8” (10mm).
As local conditions and requirements vary, a local licensed structural engineer should be consulted to verify specific anchoring and spacing requirements.

General Notes

1. NanaWall will assume no responsibility for errors resulting from the use of these drawings by other trades. NanaWall will assume no responsibility for 
dimensional errors or changes resulting from actual field conditions that vary from these drawings.

2. All framing systems shall be fabricated and installed per the NanaWall instructions.
3. Perimeter substrate must be capable of withstanding reaction forces imposed by design loads.
4. Laws and building and safety codes governing the design and use of glazing entrance, window and curtain wall products vary widely. NanaWall does not 

control the selection of product configurations, operating hardware or glazing material and assumes no responsibility for same.
5. Drawings only determine anchoring and spacing requirements for sill condition.

General Installation Info for cero II and cero III



Note:
This drawing is only for general illustrative purposes and is not meant to 
show a comprehensive waterproofing and drainage solution. Typically we
ask for 5/8“ (16mm) shim space at the head and each jamb for projects
with a design pressure of +/- 30psf or less. This allows for installing the
system plumb, level and square.

Project and site condition specific detail waterproofing and drainage design 
and its installation is to be by others. Waterproofing and drainage 
installation is typically not part of the standard product installation services 
offered by NanaWall Certified Installers and have to be agreed on 
separately prior to product installation.



Note:
Each cero system is custom and anchor hole and weep slot patterns can vary. This drawing 
is only for general illustrative purposes to show the maximum distance between the 
anchor hole and the weep slot pattern of the pre-drilled holes and slots coming from the 
factory.
As local conditions and requirements vary, a local licensed structural engineer should be 
consulted to verify specific anchoring and spacing requirements.



Appendix I: cero II

















Appendix II: cero III
















